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ABLATIVE ACCELERATION OF PLANAR TARGETS TO HIGH VELOCITIES
I.

INTRODUCTION
One approach to inertial confinement fusion involves the use of a

multinanosecond, moderate-irradiance laser pulse to implode a hollow

1
pellet containing DT fuel.

If this concept is to succeed, the imploding

pellet shell must be efficiently and uniformly accelerated to a high
velocity, and the DT fuel must be kept cool.

Only then will the pellet

compress to densities sufficient for a high gain thermonuclear burn.
In this paper, we describe experiments which utilize ablatively
accelerated planar targets to model large pellet shells early in the
implosion phase.

We have made detailed measurements of the motion of

2 3 4
2,5,6
such targets ' , and of the ablation plasma that accelerates them.

These measurements include: emitted light studies, visible light shadowgraphy, and x-ray shadowgraphy on a novel target-impact foil (double-foil)
configuration which is used to determine the mean velocities and velocity
profiles of the dense part of the accelerated target, to study irradiance
symmetrization, and to study double-foil interactions; diagnosis of the
impact foil using a triple-foil configuration; spatially resolved studies
of the ablation plasma flow from uniformly and nonuniformly irradiated
targets; as well as measurements of the ablation plasma pressure, velocity,
and mass ablation rate.

The target velocity, velocity profiles, and the

temperature of the target rear have been studied as a function of target
thickness, irradiance, and irradiance uniformity.

We have accelerated

relatively cool and uniform targets to velocities of 160 km/sec - a velocity
which is above the minimum thought to be required for laser fusion.1
experimental results are compared to hydrodynamic code calculations.
Manuseript

bmitted January 6,1982.
1

Our

The experimental arrangement is described in Section II. Heasurements
on the accelerated target are described in Section III; and measurements
of the ablation parameters are described in Section IV.

Conclusions are

offered in Section V.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

These experiments are performed using the NRL Pharos II Nd:glass laser
(-

1.05.am) which has been described elsewhere. 7

The laser beam is

typically focused to a large diameter (O 1mm) spot on the target surface
by a 1.2 meter, f/6 aspheric lens.

Such large diameter, quasi-near field

laser spots are used whenever possible to maximize irradiance uniformity
and to minimize focal-spot-edge effects. 2 '5'8

Irradiance profiles, such

as those shown in Fig. 1, are measured on each shot in an equivalent target
plane. 9

These profiles are fairly uniform with peak-to-valley variations

of about +35%.

Unless otherwise stated, irradiance is varied by adjusting

the laser energy and not by changing the focal spot size.

The laser pulse

duration is 3-5 nsec FWM.
Figure 2 shows the experimental arrangement.

The target normal is

tilted 60 from the laser axis to make it experimentally accessible.

Surrounding

the target are arrays of plasma calorimeters, in-situ calibrated ballistic

2

pendula,

and time-of-flight ion collectors which monitor the ablation

plasma and target energies, momenta, and velocities, respectively.

(In

this long pulse regime ion collector traces are narrow and single peaked,
making them ideal for time-of-flight measurements.)

From the angular

distributions of these quantities we infer the ablation pressures, mass
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ablation rates, and ablation velocities.

Although any two of the

measured quantities are sufficient to calculate the third, we measure
all three with independent diagnostics to verify the consistency and
validity of the results.

Spatially resolved pictures of the ablation

plasma flow are also obtained using tracer elements deposited in the
target surface.
Temporally and spatially resolved measurements of the target motion
are made using a double-foil technique.

This method consists of placing a

thin foil (impact foil) behind the laser accelerated target and observing
the reaction of the impact foil to its collision with the target (Fig. 3).
We observe the two-foil interaction in three ways: (1) from the side with
the optical shadowgraphy or optical streak arrangement shown in Fig. 2, (2)
from the side using an x-ray backlighter, and (3) from the rear recording
light emitted by the impact foil when it collides with the target.

The

details of particular double-foil configarations depend on the intent of
the specific experiment and will be discussed in later sections.

Temporally resolved temperature at the rear surface of the accelerated
target is determined by conparing the absolute visible continuum emission
from the target's rear to black body emission.10

The continuum intensity

is measured at two different wavelengths using 3/4-m spectrographs
coupled to 1-nsec risetime photomultipliers.

III.

TARGET BEHAVIOR
In earlier studies of ablative acceleration we inferred the target

velocity from the velocity of its debris measured with time-of-flight ion
collectors, and from the velocity of its optical shadow.8
methods however, has limitations.

Il l l-

Each of these

Ion collectors, for example, measure
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properties of the target very far from its acceleration region, while optical
shadowgraphs can not distinguish the high density part of the target from
any low density plasma that may precede it. In the present work we use
]1
a double-foil technique that discriminates against such a low density
plasma, and permits temporally and spatially resolved diagnosis of the
dense part of the target.

Double foils may also be used to investigate

hypervelocity impact phenomena such as the generation of ultra high
pressures or to model double-shell fusion pellets.
With the double-foil method, the target

velocity is determined

from its flight time to the impact foil, placed a known distance
away.

The flight time, in turn, is determined by noting the moment at

which the impact foil reacts to its collision with the target.

Such

reaction includes any of the observable phenomena normally associated
with collisions - for example, spall or fluff from the rear of the impact
foil, movement or deformation of the impact foil, or visible light
emission from its rear surface.

The target position as a function of

time is measured by varying the initial target-impact foil spacing,
thereby controlling the instant of collision.

In this manner we can diag-

nose the target during as well as after its acceleration phase.

Also,

the visible light emission from the rear of the impact foil gives spatial
resolution along the target surface so that the relationship between
velocity and irradiance uniformity may be studied.
The choice of the target and Impact-foil material, their dimensions,
and the spacings between the two foils depend on the purpose of the experiment.
To infer target velocities, for example, it is desirable that the impact
foil be thin enough so that the sound-transit-time through it is very short

7

compared to the flight time of the target.

In this case, the sound-transit-

time may be ignored, and the collision time of the target with the front
surface of the impact foil is directly related ;o the reaction of the impact
foil's rear surface.
The ability of the double-foil method to discriminate against a low
density plasma preceding the dense part of the target is demonstrated in
Fig. 4.

Here, we compare shadows cast by a single and a double-foil target

that are temporally resolved by multiple-frame shadowgraphy using a 0.5 nsec,
5270-A laser probe flash.

Both types of targets are photographed before,

as well as 1.3 nsec, and 3.8 nsec after the peak of the laser pulse.
Figures

4

a, b, and c show shadowgraphs of the single target which is aT-/Am

thick CH foil.
cm/sec and

The shadow of this target moves with a velocity of 1.6 x 107

traverses a distance of about 400/km in 2.5 nsec.

Figures 4d,

e and f show a corresponding sequence for the double foil which is composed
of a LO-Akm thick CH target and a 7-/xm thick aluminum impact foil.

Note that

although the target shadow has already reached the impact foil in Fig. 4e,
the impact foil itself does not react at this time.

In fact, the first

indication of the impact foil's reaction occurs in Fig. 4f - more than
2.5 nsec after the optical shadow of the accelerated target reached
the impact foil.

Since the shock-transit-time through the impact foil

is less than 1.4 nsec (sound speed in cold Al is 5 x 105 cm/sec), much of this
delay is caused by the material in the leading edge of the target shadow
exerting insufficient pressure for the impact foil to react.

Because the

pressure exerted by a moving mass is proportional to its density, we conclude
that the leading edge of the accelerated target shadow is composed of low
density material.

This low density material obscures the dense part of the

8
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accelerated target from optical shadowgraphy and interferometry diagnostics,
but is discriminated against with the double-foil method.
Another way to view the delayed re~ction of the impact foil is presented
in Fig. 5, which shows the streak record of a double-foil collision backlit
by a 10-nsec, 5270-A laser probe.

This one-dimensional, but temporally

continuous, shadowgraph shows the low density plasma advancing toward the
impact foil, the low density plasma-impact foil collision, and the reaction
of the impact foil when the dense part of the accelerated target finally
strikes.

The sudden reaction time (N 0.5 nsec) of the impact foil suggests

a localized, dense accelerated target.

The time of the dense target

impact foil collision is, therefore, a good marker for the target
time-of-flight.
We determine a target velocity by varying the initial target

-

impact foil separation and accumulating distance traveled versus time-oftravel data for many shots.

Such data for 7-1 *m thick and 10-.m thick

CH targets irradiated at 6 x 10

W/cm2 are shown in Fig. 6.

For most

of these cases, the target-impact foil separation is large enough so that
the collision occurs after the ablative acceleration phase is nearly over.
Therefore, the data for each target thickness lie on a straight line whose
slope is the final target velocity.

Velocities obtained in this way agree

with predictions based upon measurements of the ablation momentum (pressure),
mass ablation rate (section IV) and momentum conservation, and with
the predictions of a hydrodynamic code described below.

However, they

are significantly lower than the low density plasma velocities inferred from
the motion of the target's optical shadow in the double-foil streak pictures.
Averaged over many shots, the ratio of the optical shadow velocity to
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targt velocities. The laser pulse duration is 4.nsec FWHM.
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10

dense target velocity is 2 + 0.8, with the spread mostly due to shot-to-shot
variations in the low density plasma velocity.

This ratio is consistent with

the leading edge of the low density plasma being caused by spall or fluff
from the unloading of a shock at the target's rear surface.
The phenomenon of a low-density, rear-surface plasma is not restricted
to the laser accelerated target.

Thus, the acceleration of the impact

foil obtained using optical probe light (Fig. 5) cannot be used to infer the
pressure history in the collision because like the target shadow, the
Impact-foil shadow is also cast by low density material and not by the
dense part of the impact foil.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 7 where the

behavior of the impact foil is diagnosed using a third foil.
Backlighting the double foils with x rays provides a way to directly
measure the motion of the dense portion of both foils.

An x-ray shadowgraph

of a double foil photographed using a I-nsec duration Al x-ray flash (!l.6 keV)
as a backlighting source, is shown in Fig. 8.4

This figure is the x-ray

shadowgraph of a 7-p.m thick carbon target irradiated with 3.5 x 10
and moving at

12

2
W/cm

3-4 x 106 cm/sec before its collision with a 7-txm thick

carbon impact foil.

The shadows visible in Fig. 8 are the unaccelerated

foil, the accelerated target, and the impact foil.

Bright regions

are due to the x-ray flash and x-ray emission from the plasma corona on the
target's front surface.

We estimate, from x-ray absorption data in

cold carbon and the observed path lengths, that the shadows are caused by
material that is at least 3% of solid density.

Thus, the figure shows that

the dense, accelerated target. traversed most of the distance to the impact
foil - a distance 30 times its thickness - without noticeable breakup.
It is evident too that the impact foil does not react appreciably
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shadowgraph of a double toll before the target-impact foil collision.
The x-may flash Is Vi nsec long and occurs 5 neec after the peak of the laser pulse. Pinhole
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-X-ray

before it is hit by the high density part of the target.

These observations

support our interpretation of results from the double-foil method.

Also,

velocities obtained by x-ray backlighting agree with those obtained by the
double-foil method: velocities obtained with the two methods, on different
shots, are the same to within 35%.
It is also interesting to note that the accelerated target is not
"cut out" from the rest of the target foil, but is connected to it with a
near solid density bridge.

The gap between the accelerated target and the

target foil is thus effectively closed so that front surface plasma cannot

flow to the impact foil and disturb our measurements.

This bridge, in

addition, prevents front surface plasma from heating the rear of the target,
and thereby spuriously increasing the rear surface temperatures measured in
reference 10 and later in this paper.
We have computed target velocities and density profiles using a

12
one-dimensional fluid code that has been described elsewhere.

This code

utilizes a sliding zone Eulerian grid with flux corrected transport (FCT).
The physics included in the code are: a single temperature fluid, classical
transport physics with Spitzer heat conduction, and the same temporal
irradiance history as the experiment.

Absorption is by inverse bremsstrahlung

in the underdense region with any remaining energy dumped smoothly into two
zones surrounding the critical surface.
is by shocks.

The only target preheating considered

Examples of computed density profiles for thin, fast targets

and thick, slow targets are shown in Fig. 9.

Both the thick and thin target

in the figure are compressed during the acceleration phase.

Afterwards they

expand somewhat and develop a low density foot that preceeds the dense

target.

Such a low density foot in front of the dense target material is

16
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inferred in the experiment.

The expansion rate of the dense target is

much smaller than its directed velocity.

However, the expansion rate and

the length of the low density foot are probably underestimated in the
calculation because preheat mechanisms other than shock heating are not
included.
In addition to measuring target velocity magnitude, measuring the
target velocity profile across the target is also important.

This

is because nonuniformly accelerated pellet shells will not achieve high
compression ratios and will thereby degrade the pellet gain.

Nonuniform

target velocities could arise from any number of sources such as hydrodynamic
instabilities, nonuniform targets or nonuniform irradiation.

We now

address the third issue, namely: Are target velocity profiles and irradiance
profiles directly related, or will a mechanism such as thermal conduction

in the ablation plasma smooth irradiance nonuniformities?

Answers to this

question will influence the choice and design of lasers for direct illumination

pellet implosions.
To measure target velocity profiles we utilize the visible light which
is emitted from the rear surface of the impact foil during its collision
with the target.

The time of this emission corresponds closely to the time of

the dense target-impact foil collision as determined from double-foil streak
shadowgraphy (Fig. 10), making the emission a good time marker from which the
target velocity may be derived.

Now, if a nonuniformly accelerated target

collides with an impact foil the regions of the impact foil struck by fast
portions of the target will emit first.

Conversely, the regions of the impact

foil struck by slower portions of the target will emit later.

Consequently,

target velocity profiles may be determined from differences in emission time

18
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6

across the impact foil's surface.
The relationship between a dense target-impact foil collision and the
visible emission from the impact foil's rear surface is graphically illustrated
by Figs. Ila and lib.

Figure Ila shows the x-ray shadowgraph of an impact foil

after it has collided with a nonuniformly accelerated target.

Nonuniform

acceleration was purposefully induced by a laser pulse whose spatial intensity
profile was distorted with a rectangular mask that blocked a portion of the
laser beam thus casting a low-iutensity shadow across the center of the focal
spot.

Under these conditions, the directly irradiated regions of the target

accelerate ahead of the shadowed region and subsequently impress their
shape on the impact foil.

Streaked emission from the rear of an impact foil

struck by a nonuniformly accelerated target is shown in Fig. hlb.

In this

figure, we used a double-foil configuration in which the impact foil was
transparent so that emission from the accelerating target rear and the impact
foil rear could be recorded on the same shot.
emission is as follows.

The temporal history of this

Before the collision, and while the impact foil is

transparent, only the emission from the target is seen.

This emission

emanates initially only from those target regions that are directly
irradiated - as seen on the left of Fig. lib.

As time goes on, however,

the emitting region spreads in space causing both the directly irradiated
and shaded target regions to appear luminous.

Such spread may be caused

in part by the expansion of the low density, luminous plasma that preceeds
the dense part of the target and, perhaps, in part by shock heating of the
shaded region of the target.

Whatever the mechanism, when the low density

portion of the target reaches the impact foil, the foil's optical opacity

20
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emission from the rear of a nonuniformly accelerated target and from the rear of an
Impact foil struck by that target.
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is increased so that the target emission is no longer visible, and the middle
13

of the ;treak record appears dark.

Afterwards, when the high density

portion of the target finally collides with the impact foil, the impact foil's
rear begins to emit from two well defined lobes.

These luminous lobes

correspond to the two impact foil bulges in Fig. 11a.

Thus, we have further

evidence that emission from the impact-foil rear is sensitive to velocity
nonuniformities in the dense portion of the target.

Target structure which

may be obscured from direct view by a low density plasma is unmasked by the
double-foil method.
The speed of the light emission front propagating through aluminum impact
foils has been directly measured by using impact foils with a thickness step
on their rear surface and noting the time difference between emission from
the two sides of the step.

We found that the emission front was supersonic

(106 cm/sec) when the foils collided during the laser pulse, i.e., when
the target was still accelerating; but it was close to sonic if the
collision occurred after the acceleration.

The supersonic velocities

are consistent with shock heating causing the rear-surface light emission.
The lower, sonic velocities can be explained by assuming that decompression
of the target after acceleration cushions the collision impact preventing the
formation of a strong shock.

Nevertheless, mechanisms other than shock

heating cannot be excluded.
Figure 12a shows the velocity profiles of dense targets accelerated to
160 km/sec - a velocity above the lower linrit thought to be required
for laser fusion.

The rear-surface brightness temperature of these targets

is measured to be below 10eV throughout the acceleration (Fig. 12b).
speed is consistent with the predictions of our hydrodynamic code.
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for example, predicts the measured target velocities at an absorbed irradiance
of 1.6 x 1013 W/cm 2 (Fig. 9a), while the experiment utilizes an incident
irradiance of 2.9 x 1013 W/cm 2 which - with 80% absorption 8 - is equivalent
to an absorbed irradiance of 2.3 x 1013 W/cm 2 .

Focal-spot-edge effects 2 ,5 ,8

at the relatively high irradiance and small laser spot size of this measurement
(600/Am diameter) probably reduce the effective irradiance below 2.3 x 1013
W/cm 2 and bring it closer to the predicted value.

The fast moving targets in Fig. 12a exhibit a velocity nonuniformity
(Vmax - Vmin)/Vmin of only 15%, even though the peak-to-valley nonuniformities
of our laser beam are about 2 to I (Fig. I). This smoothing of laser nonuniformities may be due to the so-called "cloudy day effect''14 in which
laser radiation absorbed near the critical surface is thermally smoothed
by the time it is transported to the ablation surface, where most of the
pressure is applied to the target.

We did, in fact, make measurements on

the ablation plasma which qualitatively support such a mechanism.

These

measurements will be shown at the end of Section IV.
We have also conducted quantitative studies of the relationship between
laser nonuniformities and target velocity nonuniformities. 3

To simplify

the analysis we used slowly moving foils accelerated to no more than 50 ka/sec.
Under these conditions, the fraction of mass ablated from these foils is
small so the velocity nonuniformities are expected to scale almost linearly
with irradiance nonuniformities in the absence of smoothing, i.e.,
(V

mmax
min

m/Va
max n

max

min )' ,where the scaling of pressure with

irradiance derived in Section IV is used.

Velocity nonuniformities below

this scaling indicate the presence of a smoothing mechanism.
Some velocity nonuniformity results are shown in Fig. 13.

Figures 13a

and b show the emission from impact foils struck by targets irradiated with
24
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Fig. 13 - (a), (b) Streak records of emission from the rear surface of an Impact foll struck by a target
Irradiated with
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the spatially structured laser beam shown in the inset at two different
average irradiances.

Note how the velocity nonuniformities are markedly re-

duced at the higher irradiance!

Calculations 12 indicate that in this

irradiance regime the ablation to critical surface separation increases with

0.7

irradiance as I

and is about

100A m at 10 13 W/cm 2. Therefore3 these

results are qualitatively consistent with a thermal conduction mechanism
which smoothes laser nonuniformities when the ablation surface to critical
surface distance is comparable to the nonuniformity scalelength.
Figure 13c shows measurements of velocity nonuniformity versus average
irradiance for several laser irradiance profiles.

In all cases there

is an increase of irradiance profile smoothing with higher average
irradiance.

At the highest irradiance studied, 140-,Am FHM dips in intensity

are almost completely smoothed out but the 200-l m FWIM dips in intensity are
imprinted on the target.

This again is qualitatively consistent with

thermal smoothing over the ablation to critical distance predicted at this irradiance.
It remains to be seen whether larger wavelength perturbations at somewhat
higher irradiances are similarly smoothed out.

If they are, then the 1-3%

ablation pressure uniformities required for a high-gain pellet

may be

achievable with realistic laser systems.
IV.

ABLATION PLASMA STUDIES
In this section we present measurements of ablation plasma properties

relevant for the target velocity measurements described in the last section.
Also, using a tracer technique to spatially resolve the ablation plasma flow,
we provide evidence that the observed smoothing of target velocity profiles
is indeed caused by smoothing in the ablating plasma.
Both foils and disk targets are chosen for these studies.
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Each type

of target has its own advantage: Wide foils, for example, do not
permit ablation plasma to flow around the foil edge and interfere
with rear surface measurements.

Disk targets, on the other hand, can

be irradiated relatively uniformly by using a focal-spot diameter larger
than the disk diameter, and, since the laser-target interaction area A
is fixed by the finite geometryaverage irradiances as well as ablation
pressures (.Cmomentum/area) and mass ablation rates (.-mass/area) may be
reliably calculated.

Also, any energy that escapes the interaction area is

easily detected and its effect on the results easily estimated.

A small

amount of ablation plasma energy has indeed been measured at the rear of disk
targets with plasma calorimeters, but its effect is minimal in our experiments.
For example, for

3

00-/Am and 600-^m diameter disks less than 20% of the

total absorbed (plasma and target) energy is detected at the rear of the disk,
while for 1000-/Am and 1200-,sxm diameter disks less than 5% of the absorbed
energy flows rearward.

At the irradiances employed in these experiments,

this excess energy is probably due to the flow of hot thermal plasma around
the disk edges.

Very energetic suprathermal electrons observed in CO2 laser

experiments 16 and at higher irradiance Nd laser experiments 17 are not the
dominant mechanism here, as evidenced by the low level of x-ray emission
18
observed above 20 keV.

When a ballistic pendulum diagnostic 2 is used, as it is here, special
care must be taken that events beyond the focal-spot periphery do not influence
the experimental results.

Such events, if significant, could not only

complicate interpretation of the results but could make them irrelevant
to laser fusion, since a fusion pellet surface has no edges.

For many

diagnostics the finiteness of the laser spot is not a major concern since
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taie phenomenon investigated requires high energies that exist only within
the focal spot or the diagnostic has time or space resolution.

But a

pendulum is time and space integrating, and a small amount of energy
can easily heat large amounts of mass to produce a large momentum.
Small amounts of such extraneous energy may be provided by thermal conduction
through the focal-spot periphery, by plasma flow along the target surface,
or by radiation from the plasma plume.

The situation is further complicated

since these heating mechanisms may vary with laser-spot size, energy, or
irradiance.

We have observed, in fact, that under some circumstances

the momentum of material from beyond the focal-spot region is 7 times
as large as the momentum from within the focal-spot region. 2

For these

reasons we ordinarily use only disk targets with the pendulum diagnostic.
Angular distributions of the ablation plasma energy E(G), momentum p(e),
and velocity u(O) for an isolated disk target are shown in Fig. 14; u is
a mean velocity unfolded from ion-collector traces. 2

Angular distributions

from various disk (0.3 to 1.2 mm diameter) and wide foil targets have similar
shapes.

All detectors are in the plane of incidence and cylindrical symmetry

about the target normal is assumed.

From such angular distributions we

determine the ablation pressure?,= P,/tA, mass ablation rate m
ablation velocity uii
pulse duration, and PL

PL/m

where ma is the ablated mass,

I

m /A

, and

T is the FWWI

is the normal component of the total momentum P obtained

by integrating p(e) over all solid angles.
of

=

The letter A in the definition

and m represents either the surface area of a disk target or, for

a foil target, the focal-spot area containing 90% of the laser energy.
the latter case, the focal-spot diameters are chosen to be large
that extraneous focal-spot-edge effects are minimized.
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0.8
Scaling of ablation pressure with absorbed irradiance'u
in Fig. 15a. 2 '5

I

s shown

Momentum (pressure) in the case of disk targets is determined

in two independent ways: first directly, using the pendulum array and second,
indirectly, using the energy from plasma calorimeters and velocity data from
time-of-flight detectors; wide foil results use the latter method only.
Agreement between all these independent measurements increases our confidence
in the results.

The scalings in the absorbed irradiance of the ablation

0.2

velocity uAc I

,

0.6

and the mass ablation rate mel a

are shown in Fig. 15b.

The momenta of the ablation plasma (Fig. 15a) and the momenta of the
accelerated targets, inferred from the velocity measurements in Section III,
balance.

For example, the target momentum for the cases in Fig. 6 is about

0.7 of the ablation plasma momentum.

Similar agreement was obtained on

a few shots where the target velocities and the ablation plasma momenta
were simultaneously measured.
Figure 15 also shows that the measured ablation parameters agree well
with like quantities computed with our hydrodynamic code. In this code,
the time averaged ablation parameters are calculated by computing the total
mass and momentum moving away from the target late enough in the run
(O14nsec) so that little further mass or momentum is added to the plasma.
This is done so that the computed quantities are nearly the same as the quantities
measured experimentally.
u

a

0.24

, andM

a

The calculated scalings are:

I 0.75,

a

0.55
0
5

Table I compares our ablation results to other published theories.
All of these theories assume a steady or quasi-steady ablation plasma
flow which is described by conservation of mass, energy, and momentum:
but they differ in other details.
Cratton), 9 '2

Some theories (Kidder, Caruso and

which are in planar geometry, neglect details of the
30
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1 1 1 11f lI
DISKS (CH)
diameter (mm)
Oma 1.2
- 00 0.6

LA 0.3
- WIDE FOILS (CH)
x 1 mm Laser spot
diameter
~~
THEORY
LU
UA

1O a

(a)

CL

1L

0.11

o9 z
C14O

diameter (mm)
ci) 10

-

.

a
0

0.

I

xl1mm Laser spot

10 0
T

LU

EORYLU

z
(b)

ABSORBED IRRADIANCE la (W/cm2 )
Fig. 15- (a) Ablation pressure versus absorbed latr irradiance for disks and wide foil targets. 7110 data
denoted by 0, a, & are inferred using momentum measured with ballistic pendula. T'he data 0, a. a~ are
obtained using calorimeter and time-of-flight measurements. (b) Mas ablation rate and normal ablation
velocity ul versus absorbed irradiance 1,. Points are obtained using calorimeters and tlme-of-flight detectors.
The laser pulse duration in (a) and (b) Is4-nsec FWHM.
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TABLE

I

Comparison of experiment to theoretical scaling laws,

Table entries

are the exponents b of y Oc la where y is an ablati,- arameter, and
I the absorbed irradiance. The theories may be fou-' in references

15-26.

THEORY

____

U1

m

KIDDER
CARUSO

0.75
0.75

0.25
0.25

0.50
0.50

AHLBORN

0.78*

0.22*

0.56*

JARBOE
PUELL

0.66**
0.78

0.33**
0.22

0.33**
0.56

NEMCHINOV
GITOMER

0.78

0.22

0.56
0.56

MAX

0.57

0.09

0.48

EXPERIMENT

0.8

0.2

0.6

IN AHLBORN'S EXPRESSIONS HAVE BEEN
TREATED AS CONSTANTS. q IS THE ABSORPTION
FRACTION.
*1:

1)9 71219

**JARBOE ET Al. DERIVE EXPLICITLY A RELATION FOR
u I ONLY. TO GET THE OTHER TWO QUANTITIES WE
USED THE RELATIONS e
2 AND nh n u IMPLIED BY HIS THEORY; nc IS THE CRITICAL DENSITY.
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absorption and energy transport to the ablation layer.

They also assume

that all of the absorbed energy supports the expansion of the ablation
plasma, and that the underdense plasma expands with sonic velocity.

Another

theory (Jarboe, et al.) 2 1 assumes sonic flow at the critical surface
and one (Ahlborn, et al.) 2 2 eliminates the sonic flow hypothesis altogether.

Divergent plasma flow from planar targets was included by Puell23 who
treated plasma hydrodynamics in planar geometry using a model similar to
Refs. 19, 20, but considered plasma expansion when calculating absorption
of laser light and the temperature at the sonic radius.

Scalings of

ablation parameters with irradiance in spherical geometry were determined

by Nemchinov 24 who neglected thermal transport.

Scaling of the mass ablation

rate was determined by Gitomer, et al. 2 5 who included thermal transport
but assumed that the sonic radius does not vary with irradiance.

The

effects of inhibited thermal conductivity in spherical geometry (at
6
irradiances higher than ours) upon ablation was considered by Max, et al.?

Our results agree with all the theories except that of Max, et al.
which assumes strongly inhibited thermal transport, and that of Jarboe et al.
who fix the sonic flow point at critical density and do not let the exhaust
density vary with irradiance.
Until now, we have discussed measurements of ablation plasma parameters
far from the target surface, i.e. after the parameters reached their asymptotic
values.

It is, of course, desirable to also know the hydrodynamic development

of these quantities as the plasma flows away from the target.

In particular,

if the results of our experiments are to be extrapolated to spherical
geometry, then the difference between plasma flow from our planar targets
and spherical pellets must be taken into account.
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Toward this end, we have

aeveloped a tracer technique that lets us spatially resolve the plasma flow
from a target surface. 6

Us'ng this method we can also track plasma flow

from nonuniformly irradiated targets so that smoothing effects may be
studied.
The arrangement for this experiment is shown in Fig. 16a.

An x-ray

pinhole camera is placed to view edge-on a polystyrene (CH) target with a
row of small Al dots ( 0.5Aam thick, 25Am diameter, spaced
imbedded in it.

50^tm apart)

When the target is irradiated both the aluminum and the

polystyrene ablate from its surface.

However, since the aluminum is a much

stronger emitter of x rays in the spectral band of the pinhole camera (*1 keY)
than polystyrene, the presence of aluminum ions in the plasma flow is identified by the presence of strong x-ray emission.
bation

We assume that the pertur-

of the flow pattern by the aluminum tracer is small.

is reasonable since for a given electron density n

e

fully ionized ion mass density
(~n

This assumption

in the ablation plasma the

for Al and CH targets differ only by 12%

eM/Q, where Q and M are the ion charge and mass respectively).

Also,

the speed of Al and CH target ions, measured with time-of-flight ion collectors,
is the same.
Figure 16b is a photograph of the plasma flow from a target irradiated
by a nonperturbed laser beam.

The five images in the figure result from

a five pinhole array (5-55pAm) through which the target was photographed.
It is evident from Fig. 16b that the ablation plasma flow is reminiscent
of a steady state fluid flow from a circular orifice.

Note that the plasma

flow is planar near the target surface, and that distinct regions of the
target map into distinct solid angles.
In Section III it was shown that the velocity profiles of accelerated
targets were, under certain conditions, smoother than expected given the
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irradiance nonuniformity.

We surmised that these smoother velocity

profiles resulted from ablation pressures which were themselves smoothed
by lateral heat flow in the ablation plasma.

Such smoothing in the

ablation plasma is also observed using the tracer technique.

Figure hta shows

spatially resolved plasma flow from a thick CH target irradiated by a laser
beam distorted as in Fig. 11.

The average irradiance is, 3 x 1012 W/cm 2 ,

the nonuniformity depth Imax/Imin is about 8, and the nonuniformity width is
220-,Axm FWM.

Under these conditions no significant ablation smoothing is

expected and none is seen here.

However, smoothing is expected and seen in

Fig. 17b where the average irradiance is raised by a factor of 2, the nonuniformity depth is reduced to about 6, and the nonuniformity width is reduced
to 140-PJm FIM.

Under these conditions

lateral energy flow from the directly

irradiated regions into the central shaded region ablates the target surface
there and causes distinct streamlines of plasma to emanate from the shaded
region.

These streamlines are compressed only slightly by the surrounding

plasma which indicates that the pressures in the shaded and unshaded
regions are comparable, and qualitatively confirms the previous results.
Quantitative measurements of plasma conditions in the shaded region are
the subject of a future study.
V.

CONCLUSION
In this work we used ablatively accelerated planar targets to model the

dynamics of large, hollow, ablatively driven fusion pellets.

The velocities

and velocity profiles of the dense regions of highly accelerated planar targets
were measured.

Despite two-to-one, short-scalelength laser nonuniformities,

we did accelerate thin, relatively uniform, and cool targets to 160 kalsec.
We have also measured an increase in irradiance profile smoothing with
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increasing laser irradiance.

This is encouraging for laser fusion.

However, the behavior of targets with multimillimeter density and nonuniformity
scalelengths that are typical of fusion scenarios is not yet known.

We also made simultaneous measurements of the ablation pressure
ablation rate m, and ablation velocity u.

.

C

In these measurements we

utilized large laser spots and disk targets so that our results are not
sensitive to focal-spot-edge effects.

We found that ?

and u4.la02 where Ia is the absorbed irradiance.

0.8,

0.6

Also, the ablation

plasma momenta and the momenta of ablatively accelerated targets balance.
These results agree with a planar geometry fluid code that uses classical
transport physics.
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